Atlas Travel
Atlas Travel is a Dublin based Travel Management Company who’ve been in the business for over 50 years,
managing corporate travel programmes with a team of over 70 travel professionals. They’re quick to offer
clients smarter travel solutions through their expertise and tailored service both offline and online. Recognised
by Deloitte as a “Best Managed Company 2017” they’ve also been voted “Best Corporate Travel Management
Company in 2015 & 2016 by the Irish Travel agents association.

The challenge
Booking business travel has become a burden for many corporate travellers. A simple booking
can take up to two hours to complete with complicated and unclear booking flows, limited content
sources and often higher booking prices. This adds up to many corporate travellers choosing to
book outside their travel programmes, meaning spend management and duty of care becomes
increasingly challenging for the corporations to keep on top of.

The solution
In partnership with Amadeus, Atlas Travel offers their customers Amadeus cytric Travel & Expense,
featuring an Online Booking Tool, Expense Management System and Duty of Care services in one
integrated solution. It provides their users with familiar leisure travel style booking flows, wide content
choices from both GDS and direct connections along with complete rail coverage. It makes business
travel simpler on any device, reducing the planning to a matter of minutes.
As a result of Atlas travel selecting Amadeus cytric Travel & Expense they have been able to adopt a
lean implementation methodology so that their cleints can be live within just 7-14 days, benefitting
from Amadeus’s agile working environment with system releases every six weeks.
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Hit the ground running
Keeping business travellers happy, within
policy and protected at all times needs a
smart solution.

The results
Atlas Travel have now implemented a number of corporate clients onto Amadeus cytric, with
companies benifiting from 70% adoption levels within weeks of going live. One customer has seen
73% usage within just three weeks, allowing them to realise savings much faster and giving their
travellers the confidence in the selected booking tool.
As an early adopter of leading technology, Atlas Travel are keen to invest in their smart solutions with
a promise to design, plan and book roundtrip business trips door to door in seconds across any device.
These give travellers flexible booking channels on the move and end to end processes with expense
management hand in hand with their travel bookings, backed up with expert round the clock virtual
support.
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